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People usually assume term papers and research papers are same entities but actually they are
not. People who donâ€™t know about the technical differences between them they donâ€™t find any thing
different between these two kinds of assignments but somehow it is quite hopeless situation. It is
the responsibility of professors and instructor to correct this common phenomenon and mis
perception. When you carefully investigate the pattern and methods of both types of papers you
would come to know that they have distinct characteristics, difference doesnâ€™t lie in the format and
appearance only but also the content present in the documents.

One should suppose to know that term paper is required at the end of every course and need to
write it several times during college life but a research paper is required to submit if a student is
pursuing to get a masters degree in a specific subject. When students are assigned a semester
paper, their professors or lecturers ask them to incorporate theoretical knowledge received during a
particular course lectures, class discussions and group assignments. A term paper is basically a
way to examine the knowledge that has given to a student during a course. If a student successfully
completes his term paper task it ensures that student has a fine command over that subject. When it
comes to research paper its motive and objective is higher and complex than simple college
semester paper. When a student reaches up to masterâ€™s level he or she is required to write some
thing his own. The topic of a research paper is asked to formulate and explore by the student and
that researcher has to utilize the knowledge and information of all the courses that a student has
gone through during his college days and try to inter relate them to come up with a new thing.
Research is not restricted to certain sources; there are wide ranges of information sources which
can be used in a research project such as libraries, internet, books, journals, magazines, news
papers and reports etc.

Research takes more time consuming than writing a semester paper, it provides an in depth study
with arguments, evidence, evaluation and conclusion these all components of study are the product
of a studentâ€™s own intellect and understanding. Whereas a term paper only connects the information
that already out there to a presentable form. Topic of research project is quite deep and rich with the
intellectual approach and when a student selects a research topic he ultimately gains future road
map in shape of research outline but a simple semester paper topic is usually not diverse and wide
as compare to thesis topic. Rules for writing a dissertation are strict than a semester paper, they
both have their importance but by writing a dissertation a student can qualify for masters degree, it
is a criteria for getting masters degree. Students must know the difference between these two
prominent ideas because they can not be interchangeable and can not pursue in the same pattern.
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